About:
Augustenborg_Project is a newly initiated innovative art, food and creator’s space nestled between the historical sites of Augustenborg Castle and Augustiana Kunsthal in the buildings of
a former psychiatric hospital.
A_Art_Project hosts contemporary art exhibitions and welcomes artists in residency. Inspired
by its history and the ever-evolving question of what is considered to be outside the norm of
normality by the general public and establishment society - this space aims to give room to
those who are not part of, or challenge, the current establishment and division of practices
within the art world.
The ethos of all three areas of Augustenborg_Project is to invigorate and challenge. We aim to
create a melting pot of artists and art enthusiasts with breathing room for innovation, boldness
and experimentation. No project is too bold, no idea too crazy.
Call for costumes:
In spring 2022 we wish to curate a group exhibition of extraordinary costume art under the
title “No Limit!”. Exhibition period is May - August.
Artists from all over the world can apply to take part in the exhibition.
We are looking for innovative fanciful costumes that cross over to fields such as haute couture, sculpture or experimental artworks. Breaking boundaries, challenging abilities, No Limit.
We offer participating artists a fee of 1000 €
Artists can participate with one or several costumes depending on idea and expression.
The exhibition will be curated by artistic director Volinka Augustenborg along with an advisory board.
The exhibited artworks may be offered for sale.
Artists will be responsible for coordinating transportation of their art works, including international freight, to and from the exhibition site in collaboration with Augustenborg_Project
The installation of the artworks is carried out by the A_Art team (if required, by the artist).
To see pictures of previous exhibitions visit: augustenborgproject.com/a_art_project/
Application for participation:
The deadline for applications is February 28th 2022.
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Send a presentation of your work along with your artist CV to: art@augustenborgproject.com

Augustenborg_Project
Palævej 9, DK-6440 Augustenborg
www.augustenborgproject.com
CVR: 42366544

Open call for costume artworks

